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ABSTRACT This paper proposes a novel efficient light field coding approach based on a hybrid data repre-
sentation. Current state-of-the-art light field coding solutions either operate on micro-images or sub-aperture
images. Consequently, the intrinsic redundancy that exists in light field images is not fully exploited,
as is demonstrated. This novel hybrid data representation approach allows to simultaneously exploit four
types of redundancies: i) sub-aperture image intra spatial redundancy, ii) sub-aperture image inter-view
redundancy, iii) intra-micro-image redundancy, and iv) inter-micro-image redundancy between neighboring
micro-images. The proposed light field coding solution allows flexibility for several types of baselines,
by adaptively exploiting the most predominant type of redundancy on a coding block basis. To demonstrate
the efficiency of using a hybrid representation, this paper proposes a set of efficient pixel prediction methods
combined with a pseudo-video sequence coding approach, based on the HEVC standard. Experimental
results show consistent average bitrate savings when the proposed codec is compared to relevant state-of-
the-art benchmarks. For lenslet light field content, the proposed coding algorithm outperforms the HEVC-
based pseudo-video sequence coding benchmark by an average bitrate savings of 23%. It is shown for the
same light field content that the proposed solution outperforms JPEG Pleno verification models MuLE and
WaSP, as these codecs are only able to achieve 11% and −14% bitrate savings over the same HEVC-based
benchmark, respectively. The performance of the proposed coding approach is also validated for light fields
with wider baselines, captured with high-density camera arrays, being able to outperform both the HEVC-
based benchmark, as well as MuLE and WaSP.

INDEX TERMS Light field representation, light field image coding, HEVC, pseudo-video sequence, spatial
pixel prediction, least squares prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION
The light field (LF) imaging technology allows to jointly
capture the scene radiance and angular information using
single-tier lenslet LF cameras, i.e., with narrow baseline,
or by using, for example, a high-density camera array
(HDCA), i.e., with a wider baseline. A lenslet LF camera
is composed of the standard main lens and sensor, common
to 2D cameras, with the addition of a third element: the
microlens array (MLA) [1]. The MLA allows the LF camera
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to capture both spatial and angular information about the
light reaching the sensor [2]. Depending on the LF capturing
device, different degrees of freedom are available in terms
of both spatial and angular resolution [3]. Nonetheless, the
captured LF information can convey 3D information about
the scene, instead of representing just a single 2D perspective.

By capturing the angular information, several a posteriori
image processing manipulations may be performed, such
as changing the perspective and refocusing after taking the
picture [1]. The richer content capturing technology based
on LF also has applications in image recognition, medi-
cal imaging [4] and 3D television [5], since by rendering
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several views from different perspectives, 2D, 3D and mul-
tiview (MV) signals can be created. This imaging technology
allows for interactive media applications, such as interac-
tive MV video [6], [7], free viewpoint video streaming [8],
and interactive streaming of light field images captured by
HDCAs [9] or lenslet LF cameras [10].

The LF technology has recently attracted many research
groups and standardization bodies such as JPEG and MPEG,
not only because of its new appealing features and the neces-
sity to normalize the LF data representation, but also due to
the very large amount of data generated by these LF captur-
ing devices, that demands efficient compression techniques.
Moreover, coding solutions that allow for compatibility with
legacy displays, i.e., view scalable, and that allow for view-
point random access to facilitate content navigation, also need
to be developed. Thus, these groups are currently develop-
ing coding standards for emerging imaging technologies like
LF, point cloud, holographic and 360◦ video content, whose
activities are known as JPEG Pleno [11] and MPEG-I [12].

State-of-the-art 2D image and video coding algorithms
struggle to cope with the new features and the large amount
of data generated by lenslet LFs, lacking in terms of cod-
ing efficiency. One of the major limitations of these algo-
rithms is the inefficient exploitation of the intra and inter
micro-image (MI) redundancy exhibited in LF content, which
corresponds to the redundancy within each MI and across
neighboring MIs, respectively. Instead of straightforwardly
applying state-of-the-art image and video codecs, three more
efficient alternative approaches are commonly used to encode
LF images [13]:

1) apply pre- and post-processing tools to convert the LF
image into a so-called pseudo-video sequence (PVS), and
encode it using a standard video codec;

2) add novel prediction tools to an image codec that are
able to exploit the MI redundancies;

3) develop alternative coding approaches, specifically
designed for LF images.

Some techniques have been proposed for the three men-
tioned coding approaches, however the common denominator
between most of the current contributions in the literature
consists on exploiting only one specific type of LF data repre-
sentation. Most techniques either rely on MIs or sub-aperture
images (SAIs), i.e., views generated by extracting at least one
pixel in a fixed position from each MI and organizing them
into a matrix. Exclusive MI-based or SAI-based techniques
limit the amount of redundancy that the LF image coding
can exploit, thus limiting its overall efficiency. Additionally,
most of the coding approaches proposed in the literature are
specifically tailored to encode either narrow or wide baseline
LFs, limiting their practical application.

This paper proposes a hybrid LF data representation, i.e.,
that uses both the SAI and MI representations, enabling a
more exhaustive exploitation of the inherent LF redundancy
and improving the LF compression efficiency. The use of this
hybrid approach enables the exploitation of four main types
of redundancy: i) intra spatial redundancy within each SAI,

ii) inter-view redundancy between SAIs, iii) intra-MI redun-
dancy within each MI, and iv) inter-MI between neighboring
MIs. The efficiency of the proposed hybrid representation is
demonstrated for both narrow and wide baseline LF images,
by incorporating this hybrid representation in a standard
HEVC PVS codec [14], where the spatial redundancy within
each SAI can be exploited by standard intra coding tools, and
the inter-view redundancy between SAIs and the intra- and
inter-MI redundancies are exploited by using a new hybrid
reference picture list (HRPL). The proposed HRPL, allows
the already encoded LF information to be stored simulta-
neously in a SAI- and a MI-based manner, which allows
all types of redundancy to be exploited, by applying differ-
ent prediction modes adaptively, using rate-distortion (RD)
optimization.

The proposed codec uses an optimized set of pixelwise
predictionmethods such as: DC predictor, median edge detec-
tor (MED) [15], gradient adjusted predictor (GAP) [16] and
accurate gradient selective prediction (AGSP) [17]. Addition-
ally, new prediction methods based on least squares predic-
tion (LSP) [18] are proposed to further improve the coding
efficiency.

The first major contribution of this paper is the introduction
of a novel hybrid representation coding approach, based on
a HRPL, as previously explained. The second major contri-
bution is the adaptation of the DC, MED, GAP, AGSP and
LSP prediction methods to exploit the intra- and inter-MI
redundancy using the MI representation domain, within the
HRPL. Finally, the third major contribution is the valida-
tion of the proposed hybrid representation solution, against
current relevant benchmarks, for a vast number of coding
scenarios, which include different baseline types (i.e., narrow
and wide), LF representation types (i.e., SAI and MI), and
color formats (i.e., YUV 4:4:4 10 bit and YUV 4:2:0 8 bit).

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section II reviews the state-of-the-art on LF coding
approaches based on MIs and SAIs; Section III presents the
proposed hybrid LF data representation; Section IV describes
the new intra-MI prediction modes proposed in this paper;
Section V presents the new inter-MI prediction modes pro-
posed in this paper; Section VI evaluates the performance of
the proposed LF coding solution against the most relevant
state-of-the-art solutions; and, finally, Section VII concludes
the paper.

II. RELATED WORK ON LIGHT FIELD CODING
This section briefly reviews the state-of-the-art methods for
lenslet LF image encoding (a more thorough review can
be found in [13]). The available schemes in the litera-
ture rely generally on one of two LF data representations:
MI- or SAI-based approaches. MI-based approaches usu-
ally use state-of-the-art image codecs with additional pre-
diction tools, specifically tailored for LF images. SAI-based
approaches commonly rely on interpreting the LF image as
a HDCA signal and encoding the LF as a PVS or as a MV
sequence.
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FIGURE 1. Example of a lenslet LF image using the raw LF image, MI and
PVS image representations.

A. MAIN LF DATA REPRESENTATIONS
When a LF is captured using a lenslet LF camera, the raw
LF image is naturally organized in MIs. This raw LF image
can be converted to SAIs using a reversible or irreversible
process, resulting in different organization formats for the
SAIs [19]. The adopted LF representation type is critical since
it directly affects the available coding options and tools. The
LF representation types shown in Fig. 1 include:
• MI-based representation– A single frame with all the
concatenatedMIs that represent either the rawLF image,
or a variation of the 4D LF [20]. The raw LF image is
represented by variable-sizeMIs that can be organized in
different grid styles, e.g., hexagonal or squared. The 4D
LF variation is represented by squared, equal-size MIs
in a squared grid;

• SAI-based representation– The generated SAIs are
concatenated in a single frame or organized into a PVS.
In this latter case, each SAI corresponds to a frame of
a sequence of frames organized according to a certain
scanning strategy, e.g., raster or spiral.

The existing coding solutions rely usually on the
MI or the SAI representation. The MI representation
facilitates a more efficient exploitation of intra- and
inter-MI redundancies, while the SAI representation facil-
itates a more efficient exploitation of intra- and inter-SAI
redundancies.

B. MI-BASED RELATED WORK
Several methods to exploit the inter-MI redundancy, also
known as non-local spatial redundancy, were proposed in
the literature [13]. Most approaches are based on the use
of additional coding tools for state-of-the-art video coding
standards, like HEVC. When using the MI-based LF repre-
sentation, the non-local spatial redundancy is normally much
higher than the typical image spatial redundancy, therefore,
most methods consist of block-matching algorithms that try
to exploit the inter-MI similarity. These algorithms can have
different degrees of freedom and may use one or multiple
references [21]–[28]. In [21], a self-similarity (SS) com-
pensated prediction is proposed that takes advantage of the
flexible partition patterns used by HEVC. The authors in [25]
extended this approach by developing a multi-hypothesis
coding method using up to two hypotheses for prediction
in spatial and time domain. The approaches based on SS

can be considered low order prediction (LOP) approaches
because they are limited to translations, i.e., two degrees of
freedom (DoF) transforms. LOP prediction methods have
a limited ability to describe perspective changes between
adjacent MIs. These perspective changes require geometric
transformations (GT) with more (up to 8) DoF. A method
that uses a high order prediction approach was added to a
HEVC framework in [27]. Additionally, in [28], an alternative
non-local spatial prediction method has been investigated,
relying on a prediction mode based on locally linear embed-
ding (LLE) integrated in HEVC. This prediction mode can
adaptively use a different number of references for each
block, varying from one, up to eight hypotheses in the spatial
domain.

The authors in [29] proposed an alternative search algo-
rithm with a reduced search area, allowing only horizontal
and vertical directions, to find the N nearest neighbor tem-
plates in the causal area. The normalized cross correlation is
used to assess the reliability of the obtained templates. The
prediction from the N templates is modeled as a non-linear
gaussian process and gaussian process regression is used for
estimating the prediction block. More recently in order to
improve de prediction accuracy for non-homogenous tex-
tures and to reduce the computational complexity in this
work, in [30], the authors proposed to apply a classification
method that can segment the non-homogeneous texture areas
improving the prediction accuracy. Moreover, the computa-
tional complexity is improved by using different prediction
modes for each specific area of the lenslet LF image, i.e.,
content-based prediction. Coding efficiency is comparable
to high order prediction method described in [27] however,
no comparisons were performed against SAI-based related
work.

In [31], the authors explore scalability features for LF,
proposing a two-layer LF coding approach for the focused
LF camera model. The chosen LF representation uses a first
layer which consists of a sparse set of MIs and associated
disparity maps. Based on these data, a reference prediction
LF image is obtained through disparity-based interpolation
and inpainting. This reconstructed LF image is then used as
a reference to encode the original LF image (second layer),
by encoding the prediction residue. This approach was later
extended [32] with a third layer of scalability and the use of
lossy encoded disparity maps, in contrast with the lossless
transmission of the disparity maps used in the first approach.

Alternatively to the block-matching approaches, LF coding
schemes can also rely on a spatial transform, e.g., the discrete
cosine transform (DCT) [33], [34]. In [34], a 3D-DCT is
applied to a stack of MIs, to exploit the existent redundancy
between the several MIs and within the same MI.

C. SAI-BASED RELATED WORK
Most state-of-the-art video codecs rely on motion estima-
tion tools, like, for example, block-matching algorithms,
to exploit the temporal redundancy of video data [13]. As a
similar redundancy exists between SAIs, these tools can also
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be used to exploit the inter-view redundancy. To this end,
several scanning strategies [14], [35]–[37] have been pro-
posed to transform SAIs into a PVS which is then encoded
as a regular video sequence. Alternatively, in [27] and [28]
SAIs are interpreted as a HDCA signal and encoded with
MV-HEVC where two-dimensional weighted prediction and
rate allocation is available. In [40], a MV-HEVC based cod-
ing solution was proposed, that allows diagonal viewpoint
prediction instead of exclusively the horizontal and vertical
viewpoint prediction. Experimental results show that allow-
ing diagonal viewpoint prediction provides a good compro-
mise between coding efficiency and viewpoint random access
when compared to algorithms that are exclusively based on
horizontal and vertical viewpoint prediction. More recently,
in [41], this method was improved by using a Structural
Similarity Index (SSIM) assisted approach to determine the
intra frame selection and prediction structure, allowing for
competitive random access capabilities and improved coding
efficiency.

Narrow baseline LFs, e.g., when the LF is captured by
a hand-held camera, lead to low disparity between SAIs.
Consequently, several authors have proposed to only encode
and transmit some SAIs, normally referred to as structural key
views (SKVs), and then transmitting additional information
in the bitstream to the decoder to generate the remaining non-
SKVs [42]–[48]. These approaches are normally, structurally
similar, but the type of additional information varies. In [42],
the non-SKVs are generated using a convolutional neural
network (CNN) based on an angular super resolution algo-
rithm. In [43], the coefficients are generated through a linear
approximation, which are used to generate the non-SKVs as a
weighted sum of the SKVs. In [44], non-SKVs are generated
using approximated disparity maps that are transmitted to the
decoder. In [45], the non-SKVs are generated using depth-
image-based rendering (DIBR). In [46], a graph-based trans-
form derived from a coherent super-pixel over-segmentation
of the several views is used to encode non-SKVs. In [47],
the non-SKVs are encoded using a graph learning approach
which estimates the disparity among the views composing
the LF. Finally, in [48], the non-SKVs are generated using a
shearlet-transform-based prediction scheme which is shown
to be efficient when reconstructing densely sampled LFs
under low bitrates. Although these approaches are capable of
high coding efficiency, their performance is heavily depen-
dent on the SKVs selection.

As in MI-based methods, transforms, such as a three-
dimensional discrete wavelet transform (3D-DWT), can also
be used to exploit the LF redundancy [49]. In this case,
the LF image is decomposed into SAIs, and a 3D-DWT is
applied to the stack of SAIs. The lower frequency bands
are transformed using a two-dimensional discrete wavelet
transform (2D-DWT), while the remaining higher frequency
coefficients are simply quantized and arithmetically encoded.

Alternatively, in [50], the authors propose a hierarchical
approach to LF image coding which is based on warping,
merging, and sparse prediction. The reference viewpoints are

warped to the location of the current viewpoint; the warped
reference viewpoints merged using one optimal least squares
merger; finally, the overall merged image to the original
viewpoint is adjusted using a sparse predictor.

D. OTHER RELATED WORK
Alternatively to the MI- and SAI-based techniques, the
authors in [51] proposed to exploit the full 4D redundancy of
the LF image. The proposed codec works by partitioning the
LF image into 4D blocks and then applying a 4DDCT to each
block. The transform coefficients of the 4D DCT are then
grouped using hexadeca-trees generating a stream. Finally,
the generated stream is encoded using adaptive arithmetic
coding. In [52], the LF image is also encoded as a continuous
representation of the 4D LF function, which is modeled as
a space-continuous Gaussian Mixture Model. This compact
model considers different regions of the scene, their edges,
and their evolution along the spatial and disparity dimensions.
This work was more recently improved in [53] with faster and
more robust modeling using minibatches, however the coding
efficiency is dependent on the data dimensionality. Conse-
quently, this work is outperformed by a multiview-based cod-
ing method when encoding LF images, i.e., 4D data, however
it can outperform the same approach for LF videos, i.e., 5D
data. The authors in [54], represent the 4D LF as weighted
binary images. Several binary images and corresponding
weight values are to be chosen to optimally approximate
the LF. This approach allows for competitive results against
PVS-based approaches using HEVC.

III. PROPOSED HYBRID LIGHT FIELD DATA
REPRESENTATION
This section presents the main contribution of this work. The
new hybrid LF data representation is explained, as well as a
new coding method that integrates a set of prediction modes
in a HEVC-PVS LF coding scheme.

A. COMBINING LF DATA REPRESENTATIONS
As mentioned in the previous section, the lenslet LF data is
typically expressed through MIs or SAIs. Converting the LF
raw image into an equivalent 4D LF image representation
(e.g., by means of the LF toolbox [55]), allows the use of
both representations interchangeably. The 4D LF data repre-
sentation organizes the LF image using four dimensions as
LF(h, v, x, y), containing a stack of SAIs that is generated
from the raw LF image. The first two dimensions index
the location, (h, v), of the SAI in the LF, using horizontal
and vertical coordinates, and the remaining two dimensions
index the spatial position, (x, y), of a pixel within each SAI.
The main feature of the 4D LF data representation is that
it allows the conversion between MI- and SAI-based data
representations to become seamless and reversible.

Once the LF image is converted to the 4D LF represen-
tation, similarly to the raw LF image, it can be sampled
using MI- or SAI-based data representations. Equivalent data
representations based on 4D LF are referred to as MI and
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FIGURE 2. Proposed LF prediction module being applied to a new coding block (CB).

PVS. The PVS is generated by applying a scanning strategy
to the generated SAIs.

Each of the LF data representations has its own advantages:

• MI-based representation– Allows for a more efficient
exploitation of the spatial and inter-MI redundancy;

• PVS-based representation– Allows for more efficient
exploitation of the spatial and inter-view redundancy
within each SAI.

Because traditional coding solutions usually rely in a
single representation (MI or PVS), they are unable
to take full advantage of the various types of redun-
dancy that exist in LF data. This limitation is cir-
cumvented in this work by using a hybrid LF data
representation.

B. PROPOSED HYBRID DATA REPRESENTATION
The hybrid LF data representation proposed in this paper
uses a combination of the PVS and MI representations,
taking advantage of the seamless and reversible conversion
between PVS and MI representations, enabling, this way,
the use of more prediction modes in the compression of
LF data. Fig. 2 shows the proposed LF prediction module,
which integrates the proposed hybrid LF data representa-
tion in a HEVC-like encoder. The current SAI is partitioned
into coding blocks (CB), which are then passed as input to
the prediction module. This prediction module allows the
creation of a prediction block for each new input CB that
minimizes the RD cost (New CB prediction). The resultant
CB residue, i.e., the difference between the generated pre-
diction block and the new input CB, follows the regular
HEVC-like processing chain that includes being transformed,
quantized and entropy encoded together with signaling
data.

From Fig. 2 it is possible to see the use of two decoded
picture buffers: i) the SAI buffer, which is the standard HEVC

decoded picture buffer, and ii) the new MI buffer that stores
the full LF image using the MI representation, which is
gradually updated from the decoded SAIs. The combination
of both picture buffers defines the HRPL.

The use of the HRPL enables four prediction types (as
shown in Fig. 2) that exploit different types of redundancy
available in each data representation model:

• Intra-SAI prediction – Corresponds to the intra-picture
prediction modes, i.e., DC, Planar, and Directional
modes in HEVC, which are used to exploit the spatial
redundancy of SAIs;

• Inter-SAI prediction – Corresponds to the inter-picture
prediction modes, i.e., Motion Compensation,
Merge/Skip modes in HEVC, which are used to exploit
the inter-view redundancy between SAIs. These pre-
diction modes make use of the SAI decoded picture
buffer;

• Intra-MI prediction – New prediction modes that
exploit the intra-MI redundancy, by using the MI
decoded picture buffer. Such intra-MI prediction modes
are explained in more detail in Section IV;

• Inter-MI prediction – New prediction modes that
exploit the inter-MI redundancy, by using the MI
decoded picture buffer. Such inter-MI prediction modes
are explained in more detail in Section V.

1) GENERATION OF THE MI DECODED PICTURE BUFFER
The proposed LF coding solution, both input and output data
use the PVS data representation. Therefore, the full LF image
using the MI data representation must be generated from the
decoded SAIs, as show in Fig. 2, by using the correspondence
between the PVS and MI representations. The pixel position
on the MI image, (i, j), can be defined as a function of the
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FIGURE 3. Pixel correspondence between PVS and MI data
representations.

PVS pixel position as follows:(
i
j

)
MI
=

(
h (fn)+ xMw

v (fn)+ yMh

)
PVS

(1)

where, Mw and Mh correspond to the MI width and height,
respectively, and fn is the PVS frame number. As mentioned
before, the (x, y) coordinates index the pixel position within
each SAI and (h, v) coordinates index the SAI position within
the LF. Since the SAIs are organized in a PVS the (h, v)
coordinates depend on the frame number fn. Fig. 3 illus-
trates how each MI image is generated from the 9 decoded
SAIs when a spiral scan is used. Note that the dashed red
arrow shows the scanning order being applied on the PVS
representation and the consequent scanning order from the
MI representation point of view. When applying (1) to the
example in Fig. 3 the pixel at the PPVS (x, y, fn) coordinate in
the PVS representation is copied to the PMI (i, j) coordinate
on the MI representation. This allows the MI decoded picture
buffer to be gradually filled after encoding each full SAI.
In this paper a spiral scan has been adopted as it is more
efficient than, for example, the more straightforward raster
scan as shown in [14], [35]. A serpentine scan could also
be used instead of the spiral scan, as both have been shown
to achieve similar coding efficiency [13]. Additionally, the
spiral scan was chosen because the first frame is the central
viewpoint and the last frames include the outer viewpoints.
This characteristic is a favorable property for the addition
of features such as viewpoint scalability and the fact that
in lenslet LF images the outer viewpoints normally exhibit
illumination issues. Regardless, the proposed LF coding solu-
tion based on a hybrid representation can be used with any
scanning order.

Since the conversion to the MI representation is performed
progressively the MI decoded picture buffer resembles a
sparse LF image. Fig. 4 shows the conversion of the first
2×2 block when encoding the sixth SAI of the PVS from the
example shown before in Fig. 3. As it is possible to see from
the example in Fig. 4, the reference 2 × 2 (orange) block in
the PVS representation, leads to 4 individual (yellow) pixels
in 4 different MIs, in the MI representation. Because of this
characteristic, the intra-MI and inter-MI prediction modes
are applied pixelwise, instead of blockwise, as in the PVS

FIGURE 4. Converting a reference 2× 2 block in the PVS representation to
the MI representation.

representation case. In the example of Fig. 4, each one of
the 4 individual (yellow) pixels in the MI representation is
predicted using either the causal area in the same MI (intra-
MI) or the causal area in neighboring MIs (inter-MI). After
pixelwise pixel prediction, the predicted pixels are mapped
back to the PVS representation positions forming a prediction
block for the reference 2× 2 block.

2) SELECTION OF THE PREDICTION MODE
The HEVC encoder decides between both intra and inter
prediction modes, i.e., intra-SAI and inter-SAI prediction
modes, respectively, by generating a prediction block for
each prediction mode and the prediction mode that mini-
mizes a Lagrangian RD cost function (represented as RD
selection in Fig. 2), given by J = D + λR, is selected.
The distortion, D, is calculated by comparing the original
block to the block generated by each prediction mode using
a distortion metric such as the sum of absolute difference.
The rate, R, is the number of bits required to signal such
prediction mode to the decoder and λ is the Lagrangian
multiplier dependent on the quantization parameter (QP)
value. In the proposed coding approach, the same pro-
cess is extended to the proposed prediction modes to be
used in the MI data representation. The prediction modes
in the SAI and MI representations also generate predic-
tion blocks, which will then compete, in terms of RD cost,
with the ones generated by the standard HEVC prediction
modes.

3) PREDICTION MODE SIGNALING
Since in the proposed coding architecture four different types
of redundancies can be exploited by the different prediction
modes, it is also necessary to efficiently signal the usage of
such prediction modes. The standard intra and inter modes,
i.e., intra-SAI and inter-SAI, from HEVC are signaled as
in the HEVC standard. The proposed intra-MI and inter-MI
prediction modes also use the same signaling logic, from the
35 possible intra-SAI prediction modes, 8 directional mode
indexes are allocated for intra-MI modes and inter-MI modes.
The substituted modes are the suggested ones in [28], which
include intra directions that are seldomly used. Table 1 shows
the list of used modes (name/number) for each of the four
prediction types.
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FIGURE 5. Pixel support for the pixel predictors DC, MED, GAP and AGSP, when using a clockwise spiral scan.

FIGURE 6. Generic pixel support and filling pattern.

IV. INTRA-MI PREDICTION
The intra-MI prediction modes aim to exploit intra-MI redun-
dancy within each MI. For this, several pixel prediction
modes are adopted, i.e., DC, MED [15], GAP [16], and
AGSP [17]. These modes, with the exception of AGSP, are
used in popular image coding approaches, such as HEVC,
JPEG-LS and CALIC, respectively. AGSP was selected
because it is able to outperform MED and GAP when encod-
ing natural images [17]. However, such prediction modes
cannot be used directly in the proposed codec. An adaptation
of the prediction area is necessary because the causal area
may differ, depending on the scanning strategy adopted. The
following subsections describe the proposed pixel prediction
modes, including the necessary adaptations to the spiral scan-
ning strategy.

A. SPIRAL SCANNING PREDICTOR ADAPTATIONS
In the proposed hybrid representation, a clockwise spiral PVS
scan is performed, causing the causal area to grow differently
from a raster scan. When using a raster scan, as in the case
of the original DC, MED, GAP and AGSP predictors, the
causal area is always on the top and left of the current pixel.
The predicted pixel generated by each of these predictors is a
combination of part or all of the available pixels in the causal
area. For example, the predicted pixel that is generated by the
DC predictor is an average, i.e., a linear combination, of the
surrounding pixels. The set of pixels that are selected within
the causal area of pixels are hereafter referred to as pixel
support. Differently from the raster scan, for the clockwise
spiral scan, the causal area of each new pixel is not always
available in the upper-left area relative to the new pixel. Thus,
the pixel support is dynamically adapted to maximize the
number of available pixels for prediction, which is illustrated
in Fig. 5 for Frame 33, where each individual predictor is used
to predict the orange pixel.

The spiral scanning is divided into four phases, i.e., Left,
Up, Right and Down, named according to the direction of the

TABLE 1. List of mode name/number for the proposed codec.

spiral scan. Fig. 5 illustrates a pixel prediction, showing the
causal area and the pixel support, when the scan direction is
left (i.e., Left phase). For the following phases (Up, Right and
Down) the same pixel prediction structure is used, but rotated
relatively to the Left phase as follows:
• 90◦ for the Up phase;
• 180◦ for the Right phase;
• 270◦ for the Down phase.

At some positions of the scan, one or more pixels of the pixel
support area may not exist. When some predictor pixel value
is not available, due to being part of the non-causal area, it is
copied from a neighboring location. The filling pattern for
these pixels is shown in Fig. 6 with red arrows.

B. DC PREDICTION MODE
The DC prediction mode consists in applying an average
of the available pixels in a 3 × 3 template centered on the
current pixel. In the example shown in Fig. 5 the predictor
is an average of the values of pixels S0, · · · , S3. If N is
the number of available pixels, the prediction value P̂ is
generically determined by (2):

P̂ =

∑N−1
0 Sn
N

(2)

The number of available pixels varies between 1 and 4. Notice
that the decoder has access to the same predictor values, since
a causal prediction is used.

C. MED PREDICTION MODE
TheMED [15] predictionmode consists of a 3-pixel template,
as shown in Fig. 5. The prediction value is calculated by (3):

P̂ =


min (S1, S0) , if S2 ≥ max (S1, S0)
max (S1, S0) , if S2 ≤ min (S1, S0)
S1 + S0 − S2, otherwise.

(3)
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TABLE 2. GAP prediction value calculation based on the vertical and
horizontal gradients [16].

D. GAP PREDICTION MODE
The GAP [16] prediction mode consists of a 7-pixel template,
as shown in Fig. 5. Firstly, the vertical (gv) and horizontal (gh)
gradients are estimated using (4):

gh = |S1 − S5| + |S0 − S2| + |S0 − S3|

gv = |S1 − S2| + |S0 − S4| + |S3 − S6| , (4)

Secondly, depending on the values of gv and gh, GAP will
recognize weak, regular and sharp vertical (Ver) and horizon-
tal (Hor) axis as well as smooth edges. The prediction value
P̂ is determined by the thresholds [16] and equations shown
in Table 2.

E. AGSP PREDICTION MODE
The AGSP [17] prediction mode uses a 9-pixel predictor
as, shown in Fig. 5. AGSP is able to determine horizontal,
vertical and diagonal edges. In order to determine the direc-
tion of the edge, four gradients are calculated as defined in
(5), corresponding to the horizontal (gh), vertical (gv), 45◦

diagonal (g45) and −45◦ diagonal (g−45):

gh = (2 |S1 − S5| + 2 |S0 − S2| + 2 |S0 − S3|

+ |S4 − S7| + |S4 − S6|

+ |S2 − S8|)/9+ 1

gv = (2 |S1 − S2| + 2 |S0 − S4| + |S3 − S6|

+ |S5 − S8| + |S2 − S7|)/7+ 1

g45 = (2 |S1 − S0| + 2 |S0 − S6| + |S5 − S2|

+ |S2 − S4|)/6+ 1

g−45 = (2 |S1 − S8| + 2 |S0 − S7|

+ |S3 − S4|)/5+ 1 (5)

After calculating the four gradients, the two lowest ones
are selected as gmin and gmin2. Additionally, the causal pix-
els Pmin and Pmin2 that correspond to the direction of each
of the selected gradients, i.e., gmin and gmin2, are selected.
The correspondent causal pixel for the gradients gv, gh, g45
and g−45, is S0, S1, S2 and S3, respectively. For example,

if gmin = gv and gmin2 = g45, thenPmin = S0 andPmin2 = S2.
The final prediction value is calculated as defined by (6):

P̂ =
gminPmin2 + gmin2Pmin

gmin + gmin2
(6)

V. INTER-MI PREDICTION
The inter-MI prediction modes aim to exploit the inter-
MI redundancy which is also known, in the state-of-the-
art, as non-local spatial redundancy [13]. The similarities
between the neighboring MIs in the LF image using the MI
representation can be exploited in several ways [26]–[28].
However, most approaches available in the literature are
block-based instead of pixel-based [13]. As an alternative to
the block-based approaches, this paper adopts an LSP-based
prediction mode, which is applied in a pixelwise manner,
in order to exploit the inter-MI redundancy.

A. LSP- BASED PREDICTION MODE
LSP is a prediction method that adaptively estimates optimal
linear coefficients using least squares training. Thus, the main
advantage of the LSP-based prediction mode, when com-
pared to the previously presented predictors, is its ability to
dynamically adapt to the available causal area and determine
the best prediction direction adapted to this area [18]. The
least squares training step based on a least squares minimiza-
tion problem is defined as (7):

min
a

(‖y− Ca‖22), (7)

where a = [a0, . . . , aM−1]T , a M × 1 column vector, corre-
sponds to the linear coefficients to estimate. The closed-form
solution for (7) is given by (8):

a =
(
CTC

)−1 (
CT y

)
. (8)

The matrix C is a T ×M matrix, whereM is the order of the
LSP pixel support, i.e., the number of pixels that compose the
pixel support, and T is the number of causal neighbors used
for training, which can include the causal area in the current
MI or several neighboring MIs; y= [y0, . . . ,yT−1]T is a T ×1
column vector where T is computed as (9):

T = (fn − 1)×MT , (9)

where fn is the frame number of the PVS and MT is the
number of MIs used for training. Note that if MT = 1 this
mode can be considered intra-MI, because the training step
only uses pixels from the current MI. If MT > 1 then,
this prediction mode is considered an inter-MI prediction
mode. Additionally, the training size increases with the frame
number, because more pixels are available for training.

B. ADAPTIVE PIXEL SUPPORT AND TRAINING
In order to perform the LSP training, the pixel support for
the predictor (i.e., the pixels used for prediction after the
training step is performed) needs to be determined, as well as
matrix C and vector y need to be constructed. In the approach
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FIGURE 7. Example of an adaptive pixel support generation by
minimizing the Manhattan distance (M=5 and M=9).

FIGURE 8. Composition of matrix C and vector y for the current MI
necessary for the training step of LSP.

proposed in this paper, since the causal area grows in a spiral
order, the pixel support needs to be adapted accordingly, by
selecting the M available pixels closest to the current pixel.
The distance between the current pixel, Ic, and the causal
pixel, In, is determined by the Manhattan distance, d , as (10):

d (Ic, In) = |Icx − Inx | + |Icy − Iny |. (10)

For example, an adaptive pixel support generation, by min-
imizing the Manhattan distance, for M = 5 and M = 9,
is shown in Fig. 7; the numbers displayed in the neighboring
pixels (blue pixels) correspond to the Manhattan distance to
the current pixel. Using as an example the pixel 33 shown
in Fig. 5, T = 32 × MT , because Fn = 33. High values
of MT may heavily increase the computational complexity,
therefore, in this work, only values between 1 and 9 have been
considered. As illustrated in Fig. 8, vector y comprises every
single causal pixel inside the MIs that contain the training
area, with the exception of the current pixel. The matrix C
is composed of the pixel support determined in the previous
step, centered on each neighboring pixel included in vector y.
Using the example shown in Fig. 8, if using a 5th order pixel
support, i.e., LSP using M = 5, this support is centered on
pixel 0 and, therefore, the first row of matrix C is C0 = [I7,
I1, I22, I6, I8] and y0 = I0.
Since matrices C and y are already determined, then (8)

can be solved. After solving (8), vector a is used to estimate
a prediction value P̂ for the current pixel as (11):

P̂ =
∑M−1

0
Sn × an, (11)

where Sn are theM pixels that compose the pixel support.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section the performance of the proposed LF cod-
ing solution based on a hybrid LF data representation is
evaluated against the most relevant state-of-the-art coding

TABLE 3. Benchmark coding solutions.

solutions. First, the testing methodology, including the pro-
cessing chain for objective quality assessment, is explained.
Then, experimental results comparing the RD performance of
the proposed codec are presented and discussed. A statistical
analysis of the prediction mode usage as well as the perfor-
mance for different encoder configurations are evaluated and
discussed.

A. TEST METHODOLOGY
The experimental tests for all coding solutions presented in
this section adopted the JPEG Pleno – Light Field Coding
Common Test Conditions [56]. The EPFL dataset, comprised
of 12 LF images acquired using a Lytro Illum camera, was
used [57] to evaluate the several benchmarks. The raw LF
images are first converted to the 4D LF representation using
the LF Toolbox [55] and then converted to the MI and PVS
representations, prior to being encoded and decoded. After
the decoding step, 13 × 13 SAIs are generated with a reso-
lution of 625× 434 pixels, using the YUV 4:4:4 10-bit color
format [56].

The state-of-the art LF codecs that were used as bench-
marks, include: HEVC-PVS [14], WaSP [50], MuLE [51],
HEVC-SS [21], HEVC-HOP [27] and HEVC-LLE [28].
The proposed codec, based on a hybrid LF representation,
is referred to as HEVC-HR. The LF input resolution, LF data
representation and the supported color format, are presented
in Table 3.

As mentioned before, the output color format for objective
comparison of all benchmarks is YUV 4:4:4 10-bit. However
some codec implementations are limited to the YUV 4:2:0
8-bit color format [58]. This is the case for the HEVC-SS,
HEVC-HOP andHEVC-LLE codecs. For these codecs, a pre-
processing step is applied at the encoder, to generate the YUV
4:2:0 8-bit input color format, and a post-processing step is
performed at the decoder to generate the YUV 4:4:4 10-bit
output color format.

Table 4 shows the list of tested codecs including the cor-
responding control configurations. The different QP and λ
values selected allow the use of a common bitrate range for
every tested codec, enabling a direct comparison through the
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TABLE 4. List of tested codecs and corresponding control configurations.

Bjontegaard difference (BD) metrics. The HEVC PVS based
codecs use the low delay with B slices configuration and the
MI based codecs use the intra main configuration. The RD
analysis is done by comparing the size of the bitstream (rate)
and the average PSNR-YUV of the 13× 13 SAIs (distortion)
generated at the decoder side for each codec. The average
PSNR-YUV of the 13× 13 SAIs is calculated by comparing
the decoded SAIs when encoded by different codecs and the
reference 13× 13 SAIs.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed HEVC-HRwas tested in three different phases.
In the first phase, each intra-MI prediction mode was individ-
ually tested, i.e., DC, MED, GAP and AGSP. In the second
phase, each inter-MI prediction mode was tested, i.e., sev-
eral configurations in terms of LSP order and training area
of the proposed LSP prediction mode were tested. In the
final phase the prediction modes presenting a higher trade-
off between coding efficiency and computational complexity
were selected to be part of HEVC-HR.

1) INTRA-MI PREDICTION MODES EVALUATION
Table 5 presents the results of each individual intra-MI pre-
diction mode described in Section IV. The Table shows the
average BD-PSNR-YUV and average BD-RATE for the 12
images of the EPFL dataset, comparing the HEVC-PVS with
theHEVC-HRusing each of the represented predictionmode.
As can be observed, the prediction mode with highest bitrate
savings (12.87%) is AGSP. From the experimental results
it can be inferred that increasing the order of the predic-
tion increases the prediction accuracy and, consequently,
improves the coding efficiency. The only exception is the
MED prediction mode, which achieves lower bitrate savings
when compared to the DC prediction mode, which has an
order value of 1 to 4, depending on how many support pix-
els are available. Overall, it is possible to observe that the
proposed intra-MI prediction modes improve the LF image
coding efficiency. Since their low computational complexity,
especially when compared to LSP-based prediction modes,
DC, MED, GAP and AGSP were used in the final version of
HEVC-HR.

2) INTER-MI PREDICTION MODES EVALUATION
Table 6 presents the experimental results for different con-
figurations of the LSP-based modes described in Section V.
Two parameters were tested, corresponding to the LSP Order

TABLE 5. BD-PSNR-YUV and BD-RATE results against HEVC-PVS using
different intra-MI prediction modes.

TABLE 6. BD-PSNR-YUV and BD-RATE results against HEVC-PVS using
different LSP prediction modes configurations.

(M ) and the number of MIs used for training (MT ). By vary-
ing the LSP order, M , it is possible to compare the per-
formance of an adaptive mode with prediction modes with
similar orders, like MED, GAP and AGSP. The valueMT was
tested for 1, 5 and 9, which corresponds to use, respectively:
the current MI for training (equivalent to an intra-MI predic-
tion mode, as mentioned in Section V); the current MI and
the MI on the left, top, right and bottom of the current MI;
and the current MI and the 8 surrounding MIs.

From Table 6 it is possible to conclude that, regardless of
the LSP order, when the training area (MT ) increases, the
coding efficiency also increases. This is especially notice-
able when using more than one MI for training. However,
increasing the order does not always result into higher bitrate
savings. This occurs because the use of higher LSP orders
requires larger areas of reconstructed pixels, for LSP training.
The size of the available training grows from the first frames
to the last ones, affecting the quality of the training step.
Thus, the use of higher LSP orders will be more efficient
only at later stages of the coding process, while using a lower
order may be beneficial since an earlier stage of the coding
process. Higher prediction orders and larger training areas
also have a negative impact (i.e., increase) on the compu-
tational complexity. In Table 6, the best three LSP based
prediction methods in terms of bitrate savings vs. computa-
tional complexity are represented in bold (LSP3, LSP5 and
LSP7, using 5 MIs for training). These modes were included
in HEVC-HR. LSP9 modes were excluded, due to their high
computational complexity.

3) HEVC-HR USING INTRA-MI AND INTER-MI PREDICTION
MODES
Table 7 presents the experimental results achieved by two
different configurations of HEVC-HR: a) using all of the
prediction modes selected in the previous sections (DC,
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TABLE 7. BD-PSNR-YUV and BD-RATE results against HEVC-PVS using HEVC-HR, MuLE and WaSP codecs.

TABLE 8. Average prediction mode usage across the six qps,
in percentage of pixels for the HEVC-HR codec.

MED,GAP, AGSP, LSP3, LSP5 and LSP7); and b) using only
the intra-MI (DC, MED, GAP and AGSP) prediction modes;
as well as the c) MuLE and d) WaSP LF image codecs. The
results compare the performance of these four methods with
HEVC-PVS.

From Table 7 it is possible to observe that HEVC-HR
consistently outperforms HEVC-PVS in terms of coding effi-
ciency. An average of 22.69% of bitrate savings is achieved
by using multiple prediction modes, which is considerably
higher than the best performance of an individual prediction
mode, i.e., LSP5, with 13.98%. Additionally, HEVC-HR
using only intra-MI prediction modes, achieves 16.76%
bitrate savings. From this table it is also possible to observe
that MuLE exhibits an average bitrate savings, of 11.26%,
whileWaSP exhibits an average increase in bitrate of 14.31%,
relatively to HEVC-PVS. This means that the proposed
HEVC-HR is on average more efficient than both MuLE and
WaSP for the 12 LF images. HEVC-HR is more efficient than
WaSP for every test image, however, WaSP is able to provide
better SAI random access than the remaining benchmarks,
which may be an important feature for LF content navigation.

From the 12 test LF images used, HEVC-HR is more
efficient than MuLE for 8 out of the 12 images. Although
HEVC-HR and MuLE are conceptually very different LF
codecs, both rely on the DCT as their primary spatial trans-
form, which is characterized by its strong energy com-
paction property. The major difference between the two DCT
approaches, apart from the number of dimensions, is the fact
that MuLE applies the DCT directly on the coding block
samples [46] and HEVC-HR applies the DCT on the residue
of the coding block. HEVC-HR thus tends to be more effi-
cient on less textured images, such as studio images (I06,
I07 and I08) or color/ISO charts (I11 and I12), for which the
prediction techniques are more efficient (i.e. able to produce
very low energy residue blocks). This observation justifies the
use of flexible and efficient prediction techniques for different
types of redundancy, as is proposed in this work, which have a
high impact on the overall compression efficiency. MuLE on
the other hand tends to be more efficient on more textured
images, where prediction is not a clear advantage. Conse-
quently, MuLE is able to outperform HEVC-HR for I01, I02,
I03 and I09, although being less efficient for all other images.

The RD curves for the four LF image codecs when encod-
ing images I02, I04, I06 and I08 are shown in Fig. 9. From
these RD curves it is possible to observe that HEVC-HR
outperforms HEVC-PVS consistently for every image. Addi-
tionally, HEVC-HR tends to be much more efficient than
MuLE in images such as I06 and I08. On images such as I02
and I04 although HEVC-HR is in general less efficient than
MuLE it is still able to produce very competitive results.

In order to further analyze the usefulness of each pre-
diction mode in HEVC-HR, the average prediction mode
usage across the six QPs is shown in Table 8. The values in
bold correspond to the most used prediction modes and italic
signals the least used ones. It is possible to observe that most
of the pixels are encoded using inter-SAI prediction modes,
because the inter-view redundancy is very high in this type
of LF content. However, when analyzing the prediction mode
usage for intra-MI and inter-MI prediction, which include the
new 7 modes, it is possible to conclude that, for most images,
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FIGURE 9. RD Curves comparing the proposed hybrid representation LF coding approach (HEVC-HR) and HEVC-PVS, MuLE and WaSP, for four test
images.

the newmodes are more often used than the intra-SAI modes,
i.e., DC, Planar and the 26 remaining directional modes.
These statistics allow to conclude that exploiting the intra-
and inter-MI redundancy results in more coding efficiency
than exploiting the spatial redundancy within each SAI.

Amongst the new prediction modes, proposed in this work,
the most used prediction mode is LSP7, which verifies the
assumption made about the usefulness of LSP-based predic-
tion modes. LSP7 when tested individually is not as efficient
as LSP5, because of the higher requirements in terms of
training area in the initial phase of encoding process. Never-
theless, the use of 3 LSP-based prediction modes, with differ-
ent orders and, therefore, different requirements in terms of
training area, allows the encoder to choose the more suitable
prediction mode for every phase of the coding process.

4) EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION FOR YUV 4:2:0 8-BIT
COLOR FORMAT
In order to compare HEVC-HR with MI data representation
LF coding approaches, a set of similar tests using the YUV
4:2:0 8-bit color format were performed, since the available
implementations of HEVC-SS, HEVC-HOP andHEVC-LLE

are only compatible with the YUV 4:2:0 8-bit color format.
This allows for a fair comparison between PVS, MI and the
proposed hybrid approach for LF image coding. The RD
curves for the images I02, I04, I06, I08 are shown in Fig. 10.
These RD curves are used to compare all the codecs listed in
Table 3 using the YUV 4:2:0 8-bit color format.

The RD curves in Fig. 10 show that coding approaches
based on PVS outperform approaches based on MI [59].
This is explained by the fact that the inter-view redundancy
between SAIs is very high and easily exploited by the inter-
prediction tools of HEVC. An extensive comparison between
both LF data representations using two different color formats
can be seen in [19].

Although HEVC-PVS is more efficient than approaches
based on MI, the proposed HEVC-HR, based on a hybrid LF
data representation, can achieve the highest coding efficiency,
outperforming HEVC-PVS. The achieved average bitrate
savings when compared to HEVC-PVS, for the 12 LF images
in the YUV 4:2:0 8-bit color format, is 9.36%. This shows
that the proposed hybrid data representation and prediction
modes are able to increase the coding efficiency, regardless
of the color format.
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FIGURE 10. RD performance of the proposed hybrid representation LF coding approach (HEVC-HR) against the MI and PVS representation
approaches for selected LF test images.

TABLE 9. BD-PSNR-YUV and BD-RATE results against HEVC-PVS using HEVC-HR, MuLE and WaSP codecs for HDCA LF images.

5) EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION FOR HDCA LF IMAGES
In order to gauge the performance of the proposed HEVC-HR
coding solution against MuLE and WaSP for LFs with wider
baselines, four HDCA LF images were tested. Once again,
the JPEG Pleno – Light Field Coding Common Test Condi-
tions [56] were adopted to evaluate the objective quality of
the HDCA LF images. The experimental results for the test
images Greek, Sideboard (both 512 × 512 × 9 × 9), Set2
(1920× 1080× 33× 11) and Tarot (1024× 1024× 17× 17)
are shown in Fig. 11 and Table 9.

The experimental results depicted in Fig. 11 show that
HEVC-HR, despite being only slightly more efficient than
HEVC-PVS, it is able to outperform all the remaining coding
solutions for higher bitrates, i.e., at bitrates higher than 0.01

bpp. For lower bitrates it is possible to see that WaSP is
the most efficient solution, notably for Set2. However, the
average BD-PSNR-YUV and average BD-RATE results for
the HDCA LF images, shown in Table 9, demonstrate that
WaSP is outperformed byHEVC-PVS for every tested image,
in terms of BD-RATE. HEVC-HR, on the other hand, outper-
forms HEVC-PVS for every image, although, as mentioned
above, with a lower margin when compared to the narrow
baselines, achieving 2.53% bitrate savings. This is explained
by the lower intra-MI and inter-MI redundancy that is present
in HDCA LF images. This lower redundancy also explains
the lower performance of MuLE for this type of LF content.
Since MuLE does not have prediction tools that are able to
compensate the wider baseline [51], its coding performance
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FIGURE 11. RD Curves comparing the proposed hybrid representation LF coding approach (HEVC-HR) and HEVC-PVS, MuLE and WaSP for
HDCA LF images.

is strongly affected. Regardless, this experimental evaluation
shows that the proposed HEVC-HR outperforms all the tested
benchmarks for several types of baselines. This is possi-
ble, as explained before, by adaptively exploiting the type
of redundancy (SAI or MI) that is more predominant on a
coding block basis depending on the RD criterion. Since the
most predominant type of redundancy changes based on the
captured scene and baseline type, the coding efficiency can
be maximized by using the appropriated coding approach for
each coding block.

6) COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ASSESSMENT
The computational complexity of the tested codecs is pre-
sented in Table 10. The runtime values shown in this table
were measured while encoding and decoding the image I01,
with aQP = 22, for all the listed HEVC-based codecs.MuLE
was tested using a λ value of 270 and WaSP was tested using
a target bitrate of 0.75 bpp. These tests were performed using
a PC equipped with an Intel Core i7 CPU 4790K@4.0GHz
and 32GB of RAM, running Ubuntu 16.04.

Although the coding efficiency of the proposed HEVC-HR
is higher than all the tested benchmarks, this comes at

TABLE 10. Codec single thread computational complexity comparison.

the expense of a higher computational complexity. From
Table 10 it is possible to see that HEVC-HR takes a
much longer time to encode and decode the same LF
image. However, none of the implementations, includ-
ing the HEVC-HR and the MI coding approaches, are
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computationally optimized. It is also possible to see that when
testing HEVC-HR using only the intra-MI prediction modes,
the computational complexity is only marginally higher than
HEVC-PVS, i.e., the increase in computational complexity
is below 10%, while still being on average more efficient
than MuLE and WaSP. Thus, it is possible to conclude that
the computational complexity increase of HEVC-HR relative
to HEVC-PVS comes mostly from the inter-MI prediction
modes, therefore these prediction modes would benefit from
a more optimized implementation or parallelization.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new hybrid LF data representation paradigm
for LF data coding is proposed. A HEVC-based codec imple-
mentation is described, as well as a set of pixel-based predic-
tion modes to efficiently compress LF images. The hybrid LF
data representation comprises both MI- and SAI-based repre-
sentations to enhance the reference domain for the prediction
modes. To efficiently exploit the intra-MI redundancy within
each MI, a set of pixel-based prediction methods, i.e., DC,
MED, GAP and AGSP were adapted to the proposed codec.
Additionally, in order to exploit the inter-MI redundancy,
efficient pixel prediction modes based on LSP using different
order values were proposed.

The proposed HEVC-HR codec was evaluated against
state-of-the-art codecs. When compared to HEVC-PVS, for
the YUV 4:4:4 10-bit color format, an average bitrate saving
of 22.69% was achieved, while for the YUV 4:2:0 8-bit
color format, the average bitrate saving was 9.36%. Addition-
ally, the RD curves show that the proposed HEVC-HR also
outperforms the MI-based benchmarks, such as HEVC-SS,
HEVC-HOP and HEVC-LLE using the YUV 4:2:0 8-bit
color format, for all used test images. Approaches such as
MuLE and WaSP, which are integral parts of the JPEG Pleno
standard, were also used as benchmarks, being more appro-
priated for narrow and wide baselines, respectively. Such
approaches were outperformed by the proposed HEVC-HR
solution, which only achieve overall bitrate savings over
HEVC-PVS of 11.26% and −14.31%, respectively.
To validate the flexibility of the proposed HEVC-HR for

LFs captured with different baselines, an additional perfor-
mance evaluation was performed using LFs captured using
HDCAs. In this case, when compared toHEVC-PVS, an aver-
age bitrate savings of 2.53% was achieved with the proposed
HEVC-HR. Although MuLE and WaSP are on average less
efficient than HEVC-PVS, WaSP is the most efficient solu-
tion for low bitrates.

Future work includes adding SAI scalability and ran-
dom access capabilities to the proposed HEVC-HR solution,
as these functionalities vastly improve compatibility with
legacy displays and LF navigation efficiency.
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